Simulation of Summertime Ozone over North America
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The concentrations of O₃ and its precursors over North America are simulated for three summer months with a three-dimensional, continental-scale photochemical model using meteorological input from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) general circulation model (GCM). The model has 4° x 5° grid resolution and represents non-linear chemistry in urban and industrial plumes with a sub-grid nested scheme. Simulated median afternoon O₃ concentrations at rural U.S. sites are within 5 ppb of observations in most cases, except in the south central United States where concentrations are overpredicted by 15-20 ppb. The model captures successfully the development of regional high-O₃ episodes over the northeastern United States on the back side of weak, warm, stagnant anticyclones. Simulated concentrations of CO and nonmethane hydrocarbons are generally in good agreement with observations; concentrations of NOₓ are underpredicted by 10-30%, and concentrations of peroxyacylnitrates (PANs) are overpredicted by a factor of 2 to 3. The overprediction of PANs is attributed to flaws in the photochemical mechanism, including excessive production from oxidation of isoprene, and may also reflect an underestimate of PANs deposition. Subgrid nonlinear chemistry as captured by the nested plume scheme decreases the net O₃ production computed in the United States boundary layer by 8% on average.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is the first of two presenting a three-dimensional, continental-scale simulation of O₃ over North America for three summer months. Our objectives are to understand the factors regulating O₃ over the United States in summer and to determine the exports of O₃ and its precursors from the United States to the global atmosphere. We focus here on model description and evaluation. The objectives are addressed in the companion paper [Jacob et al., this issue].

Several three-dimensional regional models for O₃ over the United States have been developed in the past decade [Liu et al., 1984; Chang et al., 1987; Carmichael et al., 1991; McKeen et al., 1991; Roselle et al., 1991]. These models all use fine grid resolution (20-100 km). They are designed to simulate high-O₃ episodes occurring over spatial scales of a few hundred km and temporal scales of a few days. We needed a model that could be applied conveniently over continental and seasonal scales. The model is described in section 2 and evaluated with observations in section 3. Conclusions are in section 4.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Framework

The model domain is shown in Figure 1. The grid is 4° latitude x 5° longitude, with nine layers in the vertical defined by a sigma (terrain following) coordinate, replicating the grid of a general circulation model (GCM) developed at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS). A one-summer archive of data from the GISS GCM 2 [Hansen et al., 1983] is used as input to the model (Table 1). The archive includes 4-hour averages of dynamical variables (winds, mixing depths, convective mass fluxes) and 5-day averages of other meteorological variables (temperature, humidity, cloud reflectivities).

Table 2 lists the chemical tracers transported in the model: odd oxygen (O₅), NOₓ, peroxyacynitrates (PANs), CO, a lumped hydrocarbon with lifetime of less than 1 day (HC1), and a lumped hydrocarbon with lifetime of a few days (HC2). These six tracers afford a good representation of O₃ photochemistry in current mechanisms [Jacob et al., 1989]. Use of O₅ as a tracer instead of O₃ allows to transport NO and NO₂ together; O₃ concentrations are retrieved from model output by assuming O₅-NOₓ photochemical steady state in the daytime and NO-NO₂ titration at night. Peroxy radical reactions modify the daytime steady state but the effect on O₃ concentrations is negligible.

Horizontal boundary conditions at the edges of Figure 1 are defined by observed background concentrations of tracers dependent on altitude, latitude, and month [Logan, 1985; Rudolph et al., 1987; Spivakovsky et al., 1990a]. Boundary conditions for O₃ in July are shown in Figure 2. The stratospheric boundary conditions have negligible effect on the model troposphere because cross-tropopause fluxes are small relative to horizontal fluxes across the lateral model boundaries in the troposphere. Background tropospheric O₃ in the model is thus determined by advection of the tropospheric boundary conditions.
Fig. 1. Model domain and grid. The vertical grid (nine layers) is defined by a sigma coordinate; pressures and altitudes at layer boundaries are shown for an atmospheric column based at sea level.

The simulations are conducted from May 16 to August 31 of the GCM summer, starting from the boundary conditions. The period May 16-31 is used for initialization. Tracer concentrations \( n(x,t) \) are updated over time steps \( \Delta t = 4 \) hours with a sequence of operators representing subgrid mass transfer from pollution plume boxes to rural air (S), transport across grid boxes (T), subgrid mass transfer into and between pollution plume boxes (S'), emissions (E), chemistry (C), and deposition (D):

\[
n(x,t+\Delta t) = D.C.E.S'.T.S.n(x,t)
\]

Concentrations of NOx and HCl input to the C operator are partitioned into a fraction present at the beginning of the time step and a fraction released uniformly over the time step, to minimize the effect of operator splitting [Jacob et al., 1989]. Tests presented by Jacob et al. [1989] show that the operator splitting procedure induces negligible error for O3 and only small errors for NOx and PANs (typically less than 20%). There is substantial error for HCl, which has a short lifetime, but this error has little effect on results for other tracers because the yields of O3 and radicals per HCl molecule oxidized are properly represented.

**Transport**

Advection between grid boxes is computed with an upstream scheme conserving the second-order moments of tracer concentrations [Prather, 1986]. Dry and wet convective mass fluxes are computed as in the GCM [Prather et al., 1987]. When an air column is unstable with respect to the dry adiabat (dry convection), the air within that column is mixed uniformly over the time step. When an air column is unstable with respect to the wet adiabat (wet convection), 50% of the air in the lowest layer is moved directly to the highest layer, with no entrainment, followed immediately by subsidence in the intermediate layers as necessary to conserve mass. Resolution of the mixed layer is limited by the coarse vertical grid (Figure 1). We have shown previously in a simulation of \(^{222}\)Rn over North America that the model represents well the ventilation of the continental boundary layer [Jacob and Prather, 1990].

**Chemistry**

Rates of chemical production minus loss, \((P-L)\), are computed for each tracer with the detailed mechanism of Lurmann et al. [1986], modified as described by Jacob et al. [1989], and including the radiative transfer code of Logan et al. [1981]. For expedient computation, we parameterize the mechanism as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. GISS GCM Archive Used as Model Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convective events, total per column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convective events, vertical distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar radiation at surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud reflectivity (3 altitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific humidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GISS, Goddard Institute for Space Studies; GCM, general circulation model.

*Advective mass fluxes across grid box boundaries.

*b Vertical extent of dry convective instability initiated by surface heating; archived as a fractional number of GCM layers [Jacob and Prather, 1990].

* c The frequencies of dry, shallow wet, and deep wet convective events are archived separately. The dry convection frequencies do not include mixed layer convection, which is represented separately as the mixing depth. Shallow wet convection is defined as extending up to 1 day above the 3-layer distribution of convective events in the column. The convective mass fluxes are computed from the frequencies of convective events as described by Prather et al. [1987].

* d Cloud reflectivities at 800, 500, and 200 mbar, reconstructed to approximate the GCM vertical distribution of cloud optical depth [Spivakovskiy et al., 1999a].

* e A sinusoidal diurnal cycle of temperature with amplitude 5 K and maximum at 15 LT (local time) is applied to the lowest model layer over land. Isoprene emission and surface resistances to deposition are computed using surface air temperatures, which are derived from the temperatures in the lowest model layer by assuming a dry adiabat.
TABLE 2. Chemical Tracers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracer</th>
<th>Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₅</td>
<td>O + O + NO₂ + HNO₃ + (2x)NO₃ + (3x)N₂O₅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃</td>
<td>NO + NO₂ + NO₃ + (2x)N₂O₅ + HNO₂ + HNO₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANs</td>
<td>peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) + higher peroxyacetyl nitrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Hydrocarbons with lifetimes of less than a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>Hydrocarbons with lifetimes of a few days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydrocarbons lumped into HCl include isoprene, \( \geq C_\text{5} \) alkenes, xylenes, and other aromatics with "2.0 activity" in the NAPAP inventory (i.e., aromatics oxidized by OH with rate constant \( > 1.3 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) at 298 K). Hydrocarbons lumped into HC2 include \( C_{\text{5-11}} \) alkanes, benzene, halobenzenes, toluene, ethylene, and other species with "0.25-2.0 activity" in the NAPAP inventory (i.e., species oxidized by OH with rate constant between \( 1.7 \times 10^{-12} \) and \( 1.3 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) at 298 K). The reactivity of HC1 is defined as that of isoprene in the continental boundary layer in daytime and as that of a 70/30 propane/isoprene mix under other conditions. The reactivity of HC2 is defined as that of a mix 13% propane, 32% \( C_{\text{5-11}} \) alkanes, 20% \( C_{\text{6-8}} \) alkanes, 2% \( C_{\text{5-11}} \) alkyl nitrates, 6% \( C_{\text{6-11}} \) alkyl nitrates, 8% benzene, 12% toluene, and 7% ethylene [Jacob et al., 1989]. The partitioning of HCl and HC2 is in units of atoms C.

polynomials of 11 independent variables defining the chemical environment (Table 3). The parameterization procedure is described by Spivakovskiy et al. [1990b], and details are given in Appendix A. The polynomials in Table 3 include 3-hour average \( (P-L) \) for \( O_3, NO_3, \) and PANs and 3-hour average concentrations of \( O_3 \) and \( NO_3 \) from which \( (P-L) \) for \( CO, HC1, \) and HC2 are computed. Yields of \( CO \) from the oxidation of HC1, HC2, and methane (1.7 ppm) are taken as 60%, 30%, and 90%, respectively [Laumann et al., 1986]. The radiation field in the chemical parameterizations is defined by two photolysis rate constants, \( k_{\text{NO}} \) and \( J_{0\text{O(T)\text{o}}} \), which are computed in turn as polynomials of seven independent variables parameterizing results from the radiative transfer code (Table 3). All independent variables in Table 3 are either computed in the model or specified by the GCM archive, except for the \( O_3 \) columns which are climatological means dependent on latitude and month [Spivakovskiy et al., 1990a].

Emissions

The model includes anthropogenic emissions of \( NO_3, CO, \) and non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs), and biogenic emission of isoprene, all released in the lowest model layer (Figure 3). North American anthropogenic emissions are taken from the summer 1985 inventory compiled by the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) [Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 1989]. The 24-hour average weekday NAPAP inventory defines the spatial distribution of emissions. Mean diel cycles are superimposed as given by the EPA [1989]. Emissions on Saturdays and Sundays are reduced from weekday values respectively by 14% and 22% for \( NO_3, 22% \) and 32% for \( CO, \) and 23% and 33% for NMHCs, based on averages from NAPAP. Emissions in Hawaii and Puerto Rico are scaled from the U.S. inventory on the basis of population. Anthropogenic emissions in Central and South America are estimated from national data for coal, oil, and gas consumption in 1980 [United Nations, 1984], combined with emission factors for each fuel, and are distributed spatially within each country on a per capita basis using a 1°×1° population map [Logan et al., 1981; Logan, 1983; J. A. Logan, unpublished data, 1993].

Isoprene emission is a function of vegetation type, surface air temperature, and insolation (Appendix B). It is computed with 1°×1° resolution using the vegetation-type map of Matthews [1983] and is subsequently averaged over the 4°×5° grid. The maximum over the south central United States in Figure 3 reflects a combination of dense deciduous forest cover and high

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions for \( O_3 \) (ppb) in July.
TABLE 3. Parameterized Polynomials in the Chemical and Radiative Computations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polynomial Output Variable</th>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. $(P-L)O_3$</td>
<td>1. $[O_3]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. $(P-L)NO_x$</td>
<td>2. $[NO_x]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. $(P-L)PAN$</td>
<td>3. $[PAN]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. [OH]</td>
<td>4. [CO]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. [NO3]</td>
<td>5. [HCl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. [HC2]</td>
<td>6. [HC2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Temperature</td>
<td>8. Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. $J_{NO_2}$</td>
<td>10. $J_{NO_2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. $J_{O(3P)}$</td>
<td>11. $J_{O(3P)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radiative

1. $J_{NO_2}$
2. $J_{(3P)}$

1. Solar zenith angle
2. Pressure
3. O3 column
4. Surface albedo
5. Cloud reflectivity at 800 mbar
6. Cloud reflectivity at 500 mbar
7. Cloud reflectivity at 200 mbar

$(P-L)X$ is the net chemical production rate of X. $J_{NO_2}$ and $J_{O(3P)}$ are the rate constants for NO2 photolysis and O3 photolysis to O(3P), respectively.
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Fig. 3. Anthropogenic emissions of NOx, CO, and nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) on a summer weekday, and biogenic emission of isoprene in July. Values are 24-hour averages.
temperatures. Isoprene is the principal contributor to HCl emission everywhere except in cities.

Deposition

Deposition velocities of O₃, NOₓ, and PANs are computed at the midpoint of the lowest layer (= 250 m above ground) using the resistance-in-series model of Wesely and Hicks [1977] with surface resistances and roughness heights from Wesely [1989], and surface-type information from Matthews [1983]. Friction velocities and Monin-Obukhov lengths are estimated with a Pasquill-Gifford parameterization dependent on wind speed, solar radiation flux, cloud cover, and roughness height [Seinfeld, 1986]. Under nighttime conditions over land the Monin-Obukhov length is generally less than 250 m, i.e., the atmosphere near the surface is strongly stratified, and we assume that deposition is negligible. Over water the atmosphere is assumed neutrally buoyant at all times, and the friction velocity is calculated from the local wind speed and roughness height.

Ozone deposition velocities in the model over land range from 0.4 to 0.8 cm s⁻¹ during daytime, depending mainly on land type, and usually drop to zero at night; values over the oceans are typically 0.05 cm s⁻¹ with no diel variation. The nighttime suppression of deposition over land is consistent with deposition flux observations at Harvard Forest, Massachusetts [J.W. Munger, unpublished data, 1993], which indicate that less than 1% of total O₃ deposition in summer takes place at night. Deposition velocities of NOₓ and PANs are typically 30-50% lower than for O₃.

Subgrid Plumes

Chemical nonlinearities in urban and industrial plumes over North America are represented with the subgrid nested scheme of Sillman et al. [1990]. In that scheme, a 4°x5° grid box may contain two urban plume boxes in series (U1 and U2) and two power plant plume boxes in series (P1 and P2), representing aggregates of all major pollution plumes in the grid square (Figure 4).

North American emissions are classified as "dispersed," "urban," or "power plant", based on emission data with 1/6°x1/4° resolution (= 20x20 km²) representing the sum of the area and point source NAPAP inventories. A 1/6°x1/4° cell with NOₓ emissions less than 1x10¹² molecules cm⁻² s⁻¹ is dispersed; a cell with higher NOₓ emissions is urban if its anthropogenic NOₓ/NMHC emission ratio is less than 1 atom N per C atom and power plant otherwise. Emissions of NOₓ from North America are classified in this manner as 54% dispersed, 21% urban, and 25% power plant. The classification is designed to optimize resolution of chemical nonlinearities [Sillman et al., 1990], and may not describe the true nature of sources. Thus an industrial point source with low NOₓ/NMHC emission ratio may be "urban," while a small point source may be "dispersed."

Urban and power plant emissions are injected in U1 and P1, where they react for 4 hours (one time step) in isolation from the rest of the grid box. At the beginning of the next time step the contents of U1 and P1 are transferred totally or in part to U2 and P2 where they dilute with rural air, receive dispersed emissions, and react in isolation for another 4 hours before being flushed to the rural box. Isoprene emissions in all plume boxes are equal to the grid box average.

The computation of plume box areas is described in Appendix C, and further details can be found in Sillman et al. [1990]. Boxes U1 and P1 include all 1/6°x1/4° urban and power plant cells within the 4°x5° grid square, and in addition the 0 to 4-hour fetches downwind of these cells. Boxes U2 and P2 represent the 4 to 8-hour old plumes. The plume boxes extend vertically from the surface to the local mixing depth and may thus cut across several (at most three) layers in the vertical.

Subgrid mass transfer in and out of plume boxes is implemented in equation (1) with the two operators S and S'. Operator S transfers all mass from plume boxes U2 and P2 to the rural box. Operator S' calculates new plume box volumes for U1, P1, U2, P2, transfers fractions f₀ and fᵦ from the old boxes U1 and P1 to the new boxes U2 and P2, fills the rest of the new boxes U1, P1, U2,
P2 with rural air, and adjusts for changes in mixing depth by detraining air from the plume boxes or entraining rural air. The fractions $f_1$ and $f_2$ are unity except under stagnant conditions (Appendix C). Transport of plume boxes across grid box boundaries is not allowed except for mixed layer convection; the operator $T$ in equation (1) is applied only to rural air (rural box in Figure 4).

Figure 5 illustrates the functioning of subgrid plumes for the New York grid box. Subgrid plume boxes occupy on average 25% of total area in that grid square, a particularly large fraction (6% U1, 3% P1, 7% U2, 9% P2). Boxes U1 and U2 have respectively the highest concentrations of NOx and O3. Concentrations of NOx in box P1 are lower than would be found in an actual power plant plume due to the forced dilution of emissions horizontally over the 20-km scale and vertically over the mixing depth. Nighttime concentrations of NOx in the plume boxes are relatively low because of the 500-m mixing depth imposed by the model grid. Daytime concentrations of O3 in the power plant plume boxes are low, despite high NOx concentrations, because the high NOx/NMHC ratio suppresses O3 production. Nighttime concentrations of O3 are low in all plume boxes because of titration by NOx.

We find in the model that 29% of total NOx emitted in the United States is oxidized within plume boxes, and that the plume boxes contribute 18% of the net O3 produced in the U.S. boundary layer [Jacob et al., this issue]. The net O3 production efficiency, defined by Lin et al. [1988] as the net number of O3 molecules produced (chemical production minus chemical loss) per molecule of NOx oxidized, averages 3.3 for plume boxes and 7.5 for rural air in the U.S. boundary layer. The subgrid scheme thus captures substantial nonlinearity.

We conducted a sensitivity simulation without subgrid representation of plumes, i.e., with all emissions averaged over the 4°x5° grid. Net O3 production in the U.S. boundary layer increased by 8%. Mean concentrations of O3 in rural surface air increased by 5-12 ppb in the south central United States and by less elsewhere (Figure 6). This generally low sensitivity can be explained by the large contribution of dispersed sources to total NOx emissions in the United States. The relatively large effect in the south central United States is due to a combination of high NOx emissions from point sources (including industries along the Texas and Louisiana coasts) and high isoprene emissions. Entrainment of isoprene increases plume reactivity and magnifies small-scale nonlinearity [Lin et al., 1988]. Without isoprene emission, we find that averaging emissions over the 4°x5° grid would cause only a 2-5 ppb increase in O3 concentrations over the south central United States.

The effect of subgrid nonlinearity in our model is less than previously reported by Sillman et al. [1990] in boundary layer simulations for the northeastern United States with a subgrid representation of plumes similar to that used here. Sillman et al. [1990] found that averaging emissions over the 4°x5° grid resulted
in a 8 ppb increase of afternoon \(O_3\) concentrations. Their calculations were done for sunny, stagnant conditions, with an isoprene flux about 3 times higher than the mean used here for the same region. Pollution plumes under these conditions would be highly reactive and experience little dilution, resulting in particularly strong subgrid effects.

**Results: Mean \(O_3\) Distribution**

Figure 7 (top panel) shows the mean afternoon concentrations of \(O_3\) in rural air simulated for the lowest model layer (0-500 m) in July. Concentrations are highest over the south central United States, the eastern United States, and southern California, reflecting the distribution of \(NO_x\) emissions. Production of \(O_3\) is primarily \(NO_x\) limited [Jacob et al., this issue], although the relationship between \(O_3\) production and \(NO_x\) emissions is nonlinear. Emissions of \(NO_x\) are highest in the northeastern U.S., but \(O_3\) concentrations tend to be higher in the southeast because of stronger isoprene emission and greater insolation. The particularly high \(O_3\) concentrations over the south central United States reflect high emissions of both \(NO_x\) and isoprene, combined with weak ventilation.

The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the background \(O_3\) concentrations originating from outside the continent. We derived this background in a simulation including no chemistry, i.e., with \(O_3\) regulated solely by advection of boundary conditions and deposition. It ranges from less than 30 ppb over the Great Plains to 40 ppb along the east coast, reflecting differences in continentality and subsidence, and accounts for about half of mean \(O_3\) concentrations in surface air over the eastern United States.

**3. Model Evaluation**

**Protocol**

The GISS GCM is intended to simulate a typical meteorological year rather than any specific year; evaluation of model results with observations must therefore focus on seasonal statistics rather than on results for any particular day. The observations must be at rural sites distant from concentrated pollution sources since the subgrid plumes in the model are generic. The sites used for model evaluation are listed in Tables 4a-4e and their locations are shown in Figure 8. For \(O_3\) we base our analysis on 18 U.S. sites selected by Logan [1989] for their rural character (Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, best described as suburban, is retained here as a member of the SURE network). The data records in Tables 4a-4e cover the period 1977-1991, during which secular trends of \(O_3\) concentrations were negligible [Lefohn et al., 1990; National Research Council, 1991]. Emissions of \(NO_x\) and NMHCs between 1977 and 1991 remained within 10% of 1985 values [EPA, 1991]. We use \(O_3\) concentrations from June to August as a single statistical population for purposes of model evaluation, since there is no consistent seasonal trend over that period [Logan, 1985, 1989; Vukovich and Fishman, 1986; Samson and Shi, 1988; Anjali et al., 1991; Pouliot et al., 1991]. The observations for \(O_3\) precursors generally cover only a fraction of one summer, and we

![Fig. 7. Mean concentrations of \(O_3\) (ppb) simulated in rural air for the lowest model layer (0-500 m above ground level) at 12-15 LT in July. The bottom panel shows the background \(O_3\) originating from outside the continent, as computed by advection of boundary conditions in a simulation including deposition but no chemistry.](image-url)
TABLE 4a. Rural Ozone Concentration Data Used for Model Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Length of Record</th>
<th>Median (ppb)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. Mark Twain National Forest, MO (37°N, 90°W)</td>
<td>1979,1981-83</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Evans [1985]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The medians are computed from the June to August records sampled at 1200 LT for site 1; 1300 LT for sites G, H, 1400 LT for sites 5, 6, 7, D, E, F; 1500 LT for sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, A, B, C, I. These sampling times correspond to the model time step ending at 2000 GMT. Sites 1-9 represent the Southwestern Regional Experiment (SURE) network. Concentrations at sites B-I are available with 5 ppb resolution only.

TABLE 4b. Rural CO Concentration Data Used for Model Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Length of Record</th>
<th>Median (ppb)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Medians are for 0800-1700 LT.

TABLE 4c. Rural NO₂ Concentration Data Used for Model Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Length of Record</th>
<th>Median (ppb)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O. Bonville, IL (40°N, 88°W)</td>
<td>Aug. 16-30, 1988</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Parrish et al. [1993]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medians are for 0900 LT at site N, 1400 LT at site O, and 1500 LT at sites J and K. These sampling times correspond to the model time step ending at 2000 GMT, except at Niwot Ridge where a 0900 LT (1600 GMT) sampling time is chosen to minimize the influence of the Denver plume [Parrish et al., 1990].

TABLE 4d. Rural PAN Concentration Data Used for Model Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Length of Record</th>
<th>Median (ppb)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K. Scotia, PA (40°N, 78°W)</td>
<td>July 25 to Aug. 31, 1988</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>Parrish et al. [1993]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Pride, PA (31°N, 91°W)</td>
<td>Aug. 2-27, 1989</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>M.O. Rodgers, unpublished, 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Bonville, IL (40°N, 88°W)</td>
<td>Aug. 16-30, 1988</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Parrish et al. [1993]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Elberton, GA (34°N, 83°W)</td>
<td>July 19 to Aug 20, 1991</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>M.O. Rodgers, unpublished, 1993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medians are for 1400 LT at sites M, O, P, and 1500 LT at site K, corresponding to the model time step ending at 2000 GMT.

TABLE 4e. Rural HC2 Concentration Data Used for Model Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Length of Record</th>
<th>Mean (ppbC)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q. West Jefferson, MO (38°N, 93°W)</td>
<td>Jul-Aug 1980</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Vaughan et al. [1982]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Mianzi, FL (26°N, 80°W)</td>
<td>Jun-Jul 1976</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Sexton and Westberg [1984]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Atlanta, GA (34°N, 84°W)</td>
<td>1985-1986</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>McGregor and Westberg [1990]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X. Dallas, TX (33°N, 97°W)</td>
<td>1985-1986</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>McGregor and Westberg [1990]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurements include C₅₆, alkanes, ethylene, benzene, and toluene, except at site K (ethylene missing) and at sites T and V (3-methylcyclohexane missing). The mean at Scotia is computed from 204 grab samples collected between 0800 and 1700 LT over a 6-week period. The means at other sites are computed from 8-25 samples collected at the surface or from low-flying aircraft during daytime hours. Measurements at sites U-Y were collected outside the urban plume.
compare them to monthly statistics for the corresponding model months.

Surface measurements are useful for model evaluation only in daytime, when the surface air is representative of a fairly deep mixed layer that can be resolved by the model [Jacob and Prather, 1990; McKeen et al., 1991; Hastie et al., 1993; Parrish et al., 1993]. For $O_3$, NO$_x$, and PAN we restrict our attention to 12-15 LT (Local Time), when the mixed layer is usually at its maximum depth. The model gives one value per day in that time window, the exact hour depending on longitude (12 LT on the west coast of the United States, 15 LT on the east coast), and we sample the time series of observed hourly mean concentrations at that particular local time. For CO and HC2 we use data for 8-17 LT to match the format of published observations.

Seasonal medians are preferable to means for evaluating model results with surface observations, as observed means may be skewed by local pollution [Parrish et al., 1993]. We extract the medians and other quantities of the probability distribution for rural sites in the model by averaging the time series of concentrations in rural air and in the aged plume boxes on an area-weighted basis, assuming random influence of pollution plumes over rural areas (Appendix D). The plume boxes have negligible effect on model medians but modify slightly the higher quantities.

**Surface Ozone: Medians**

Figure 9 compares simulated and observed summer median afternoon $O_3$ concentrations at 19 rural sites in the United States (the 18 sites of Logan [1989] and Harvard Forest). The correlation coefficient between model and observations is $r = 0.72$, reflecting largely the contrast between high concentrations in the densely populated region of the eastern United States (sites 1-9) and relatively low concentrations outside that region. The model overpredicts the observed medians by 4 ppb on average; such a small difference could reflect the deposition-driven gradient between the lower mixed layer (sampled by the model) and the surface layer (sampled by the observations) [Van Valin et al., 1991]. There is a major regional discrepancy in the south central United States (sites 6, E, F), where simulated concentrations are 13-19 ppb too high. We confirmed the discrepancy with additional observations from nonurban sites in eastern Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas, available through the aeronometric information retrieval system (AIRS) of the EPA; model results at these sites are typically 15-20 ppb too high. A detailed analysis of the AIRS data by Vukovich and Fishman [1986] indicates that the south central United States can in some years experience monthly mean daily maximum $O_3$ concentrations in excess of 70 ppb; model results in that region may thus fall within the range of interannual variability, but they are atypical.

One likely explanation for the overprediction in the south central United States is that inflow of tropical maritime air from the Gulf of Mexico is suppressed in the GCM by an anomalously weak pressure gradient along the Gulf coast [Jacob and Prather, 1990]. The same meteorological anomaly is apparent in the mean pressure maps for July 1978, when observed $O_3$ concentrations over the south central U.S. were unusually high [Vukovich and Fishman, 1986]. Suppression of the maritime inflow reduces ventilation and results in high temperatures and high insolation, stimulating $O_3$ production and compounding the effect of the weak ventilation.

The overprediction of $O_3$ concentrations over the south central United States could also reflect insufficient resolution of NO$_x$ point sources. Model results in that region are particularly sensitive to subgrid nonlinear chemistry, as discussed above; it may be that the minimum 20×20 km$^2$ averaging of point sources in our subgrid scheme is too coarse to capture the nonlinearity fully. It may also be that the averaging of isoprene emission over the 4°×5° grid exaggerates entrainment of isoprene in plumes from NO$_x$ point sources along the Gulf coast. The regional photochemical model of McKeen et al. [1991], operating with a 60×60 km$^2$ resolution, also overpredicts $O_3$ concentrations in the south central United States. Excessive dilution of NO$_x$ point sources may be a problem in both models.

**Surface Ozone: Variance**

Figure 10 compares the simulated and observed probability distributions of afternoon $O_3$ concentrations at three U.S. sites. There is more variance in the eastern U.S. than in the west, both in the model and in the observations, reflecting the episodic nature of pollution in the east [Logan, 1989]. The variance in the model is less than observed, as may be expected due to spatial averaging over the model grid. The low tail in the observations at Harvard...
Forest ([O₃] < 40 ppb) is associated with either rain or polar air. Rain suppresses mixing of the surface layer, an effect that is not resolved by the model, and intrusions of clean polar air are not well resolved either because the boundary conditions at 56°N represent mean observations from subpolar ozonesonde stations.

A more relevant test of the model variance is the ability to simulate regional high-O₃ episodes over the eastern United States. Logan [1989] presented seasonal episode statistics derived from O₃ concentration data at the nine SURE sites and Whiteface Mountain (sites 1-9, and A). She defined an episode as the occurrence of mean 10-16 LT O₃ concentrations in excess of 70 ppb at four or more of these 10 sites for two or more consecutive days. She found five episodes in June to August of each of 1978 and 1979, with each episode lasting from 2 to 5 days, for a total of 15 episode days each summer. The same analysis in the model summer indicate four episodes, each lasting from 3 to 9 days, for a total of 21 episode days. The frequency of regional O₃ episodes in the model is consistent with observations, although the model episodes tend to be longer than observed.

It is well known that regional O₃ episodes over the eastern United States are associated with weak, stagnant, warm anticyclones [Decker et al., 1976; Alshahi, 1978; Wolff and Lioy, 1980]. This association is well reproduced by the model, as illustrated in Figure 11 with a case study for August 16-21 of the GCM summer. On August 16, O₃ concentrations are low over most of the eastern U.S. because of a high-pressure ridge extending from northern Canada to Kentucky. During the next few days the high-pressure migrates eastward and progressively decays, causing regional stagnation. Ozone accumulates on the back side of the high pressure as the slow anticyclonic flow passes over major source regions. Peak concentrations occur over Michigan on August 19, and over New York on August 21. By August 21, Michigan is already ventilated by a strong anticyclone that traveled from western Canada to Minnesota over the previous two days.

Anticyclones in the GCM travel along a preferred track from central Canada to the mid-Atlantic seaboard across the northeastern U.S., consistent with observations [Harman, 1987]. Not all anticyclones passing over the northeastern U.S. generate regional O₃ episodes, either in the model or in the observations. Important variables determining the occurrence of a regional O₃ episode are the persistence, pressure, and temperature of the anticyclone [Logan, 1989]; pressure is important because weak anticyclones are associated with regional stagnation. We derived quantitative criteria for predicting regional O₃ episodes in the observations by using 1978-1979 data for anticyclone tracks over the eastern U.S. [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 1978, 1979] and concurrent statistics of O₃ episodes from Logan [1989]. Results in Figure 12 show that regional O₃ episodes are most likely to occur when anticyclones stagnate over the eastern U.S. or immediately offshore for N > 3 days, with anticyclone MSL pressure P < 1025 mbar and afternoon surface air temperature T > 298 K. The same criteria diagnose successfully the development of regional O₃ episodes in the model (Figure 12), implying that the model generates episodes for the right reasons. Both the observations and the GCM show significant negative correlation between P and T (r = -0.44 in the observations) and no correlation of anticyclone persistence (N)
with either $P$ or $T$. We argue in the companion paper that stagnation rather than temperature is the primary driving force for the development of regional $O_3$ episodes.

**Ozone at Altitude**

Long-term ozonesonde records are available at Boulder, Colorado from NOAA [Olomans et al., 1989; S. J. Olomans, personal communication, 1993] and at Wallops Island, Virginia from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Figure 13 compares the simulated and observed summer mean $O_3$ concentrations at these two sites. The short dashes show the model background, as defined by advection of boundary conditions in a simulation including deposition but no chemistry. Significant U.S. pollution enhancement in the model extends up to 500 mbar over Boulder and up to 700 mbar over Wallops Island. Boundary layer concentrations over Boulder are underpredicted by 5-10 ppb, perhaps because of the suburban nature of the site. Concentrations over Wallops Island are underpredicted by about 10 ppb throughout the tropospheric column, but this discrepancy could reflect in part the calibration of the measurements. A laboratory calibration by Barnes et al. [1985] indicates that the NASA sondes are 8-14% too high at 800-300 mbar, and a field calibration by Hiteswarth et al. [1986] indicates 2% and 12% positive biases for the NOAA and NASA sondes, respectively. The NOAA ozonesonde data are shown here on a scale 2.5% lower than the data obtained in the Hiteswarth et al. [1986] calibration.

**Carbon Monoxide**

Figure 14 compares simulated and observed median daytime concentrations of CO at five rural U.S. sites (Table 4b). The agreement is good (correlation coefficient $r = 0.93$). Concentrations at Niwot Ridge, Colorado, 3100-m altitude (site N) reflect mainly the advection of boundary conditions from the Pacific; concentrations at eastern U.S. sites are higher because of regional sources. The sources of CO in the U.S. boundary layer in the model include direct emission (47% of total source), isoprene oxidation with 60% yield (27%), $CH_4$ oxidation with 90% yield (17%), and oxidation of anthropogenic NMHCs with 30-60% yield (10%). Isoprene oxidation is particularly important in the southeast, as may be inferred from Figure 3.

It has been argued that the NAPAP inventory underestimates CO emissions from mobile sources [Lawson et al., 1990; Pierson et al., 1990]. We conducted a sensitivity simulation with CO emissions increased uniformly by 50%, corresponding roughly to a doubling of emissions from mobile sources. Results shown as arrows in Figure 14 indicate improved simulation in the southeast (sites L and M) but degraded simulation in the northeast (sites J and K).

**Nitrogen Oxides**

Figure 15 compares simulated and observed median afternoon concentrations of $NO_x$ and PANs at rural U.S. sites (Tables 4c-d). Concentrations of $NO_x$ are underpredicted by 10% to 30%, a small discrepancy that could reflect a number of factors including operator splitting in the model. Concentrations of PANs are overpredicted by a factor of 2 to 3, a more serious discrepancy. The measurements are for peroxyacylnitrate (PAN), while model results are for total peroxyacylnitrates (PANs). However, mass balances for total reactive nitrogen oxides ($NO_x$) in the observations indicate that the concentrations of higher peroxyaclylnitrates are low relative to PAN [Buhr et al., 1990; Parrish et al., 1993].

The overprediction of PANs appears to reflect at least two
Fig. 11. Development of a regional O₃ episode over the northeastern U.S. in the model. The Fig. shows the 24-hour average rural O₃ concentrations (ppb) in the lowest model layer (0-500 m above ground level) on August 16, 19, and 21 of the GCM year, and the corresponding mean sea level pressures (mb) in the GCM.
problems in the Lurmann et al. [1986] mechanism. First is excessive production of higher peroxyacetylnitrate; calculations using the mechanism indicate typically a 30-40% contribution of higher peroxyacetylnitrates to rural PANs [Sillman, 1988], but the observations suggest a lower contribution. It is assumed in the mechanism that all peroxyacetylnitrates have the same formation and destruction rates as PAN, however the lifetimes of the higher peroxyacetylnitrates could be short due to rapid thermal decomposition or oxidation by OH [Trainor et al., 1991]. A second problem in the Lurmann et al. [1986] mechanism is excessive production of PAN from oxidation of isoprene. Under high-NOx conditions, as in the boundary layer over the eastern U.S., the mechanism yields 0.59 peroxyacetyl radicals (precursor of PAN) from the oxidation of one molecule of isoprene, whereas laboratory measurements [Tuazon and Atkinson, 1989, 1990ab] indicate a yield of only 0.31.

Part of the overprediction of PANs could also be due to an underestimate of deposition. Shepson et al. [1992] recently reported the rapid nighttime depletion of PAN at a rural site in Canada under relatively cold conditions, and concluded that the PAN deposition velocities presently used in models are too low. We conducted a sensitivity simulation assuming zero surface resistance of PANs to deposition. The simulated concentrations of PANs fell to values consistent with observations, while the NOx concentrations for the sites in Figure 15 decreased by less than 0.1 ppb. Surface concentrations of O3 decreased by 2-7 ppb over the United States, with strongest effects in the south central region, reflecting in part the radical loss from PANs deposition. It thus appears that enhanced deposition of PANs would improve not only the simulation of PANs but also that of O3 over the south central United States, while having relatively little effect on other model results.

Hydrocarbons

Figure 16 compares simulated and observed daytime concentrations of the anthropogenic tracer HC2 at 10 rural U.S. sites (Table 4e). The most extensive record is at Scotia (site K). Model results are consistent with observations, except for the three central United States sites (Q, R, Y) where concentrations are underpredicted by factors of 2 to 6. The origin of the discrepancy is unclear. Measured hydrocarbon ratios at these sites show no obvious influence of fresh pollution. Pierson et al. [1990] argue that the NAPAP inventory underestimates NMHC emissions from mobile sources by a factor of about 4; increasing NMHC emissions in the model would improve the simulation at the three central U.S. sites but degrade the simulation elsewhere (and in particular at Scotia).

Model results for HC1 (mainly isoprene) are not comparable to surface measurements because of the steep gradient between the surface layer and the mixed layer [Trainor et al., 1987]. We focus

---

**Fig. 12.** Criteria for the occurrence of regional O3 episodes in association with anticyclone passages over the eastern U.S. in June to August. All anticyclones persisting for N ≥ 2 days over the eastern United States or immediately offshore (between 32°N and 44°N and between 90°W and 65°W) are diagnosed for the occurrence of a regional O3 episode based on the criteria of Logan [1989]. The diagnosis is then related to three anticyclone variables: (1) the number N of days of persistance of the anticyclone over the eastern U.S., (2) the mean anticyclone pressure P during the N days, and (3) the mean 14 LT surface temperature T during the N days at the four SURE sites experiencing the highest O3 concentrations. Model results for the OCM summer are compared to two summers of observations (1978-1979). Anticyclone data for 1978-1979 are from NOAA [1978, 1979], and corresponding data for regional O3 episodes are from Logan [1989].
isoprene concentration in the lower mixed layer is 3.6 ppbC, still much lower than observed.

A likely reason for the underprediction of isoprene at the ROSE site is that local emission is underestimated. Guenther et al. [1993] report a light-saturated isoprene emission of $6.7 \times 10^{12}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ at 303 K for the site, i.e., twice the value in the model, reflecting the high abundance of oak and sweetgum. Considering that O$_3$ production is primarily NO$_x$ limited, a factor of 2 uncertainty in isoprene emission has little effect on model results. We conducted a sensitivity simulation with isoprene emissions doubled uniformly from the standard model and found less than a 4 ppb increase in mean O$_3$ concentrations anywhere.

An additional explanation for the underprediction of isoprene at the ROSE site may be that OH concentrations in the model are too high. The few direct measurements of OH concentrations in rural air suggest values about a factor of 2 lower than computed from photochemical models [Perner et al., 1987; Mount and Eiselle, 1992]. A decrease of OH concentrations in the model could make results for HC2 consistent with an underestimate of HC2 emissions in the NAPAP inventory. Concentrations of NO$_x$ would be overpredicted, however. The effect on O$_3$ production would depend on the nature of the missing term in the OH budget [Ridley et al., 1992].

4. CONCLUSIONS

A three-dimensional, continental scale photochemical model has been used to simulate the concentrations of O$_3$ and its precursors over North America for three summer months. The model reproduces well the median afternoon concentrations of O$_3$ observed at rural sites, to within 5 ppb in most cases, and captures successfully the development of regional high-O$_3$ episodes in the northeastern United States on the back side of weak, warm, stagnant anticyclones. A problem area is the south central United States, where simulated O$_3$ concentrations are 15-20 ppb higher than observed. This overprediction is explained in part by weaker-than-normal ventilation of the region in the GCM and may also reflect insufficient resolution of point sources along the Texas and Louisiana coasts. Subgrid representation of pollution plumes has little effect on mean O$_3$ concentrations in the model, except in the south central United States where point sources represent a large fraction of total NO$_x$ emissions and where photochemical aging of plumes is particularly rapid due to high concentrations of isoprene.

Simulated concentrations of CO and NO$_x$ are in good agreement with rural observations, but concentrations of PANs are overpredicted by a factor of 2 to 3. This overprediction is due at least in part to flaws in the chemical mechanism, including excessive stability of peroxycetyl nitrates other than PAN and excessive production of PAN from oxidation of isoprene. It could also reflect in part an underestimate of PANs deposition. Improved understanding of the production and fate of PANs in continental boundary layers is needed in view of the implications for the source of NO$_x$ in the remote troposphere [Cruzen, 1979; Singh, 1987].

APPENDIX A: PARAMETERIZATION OF THE CHEMICAL COMPUTATION

The polynomials used to compute $(P-L)$ in the model are constructed by least squares fit to results from a large number of photochemical box model calculations sampling randomly the atmospheric ranges of the 11 independent variables in Table 3 [Spivakovsky et al., 1990b]. The polynomials include 200-500
selected terms up to the sixth order and cross terms up to the fourth-order. About 4000 photochemical box model calculations [Jacob et al., 1989] are used to construct each polynomial. Separate sets of polynomials are constructed for day and night and for the lower troposphere (>800 mbar), the middle troposphere (800-500 mbar), and the upper troposphere (500-200 mb). The lower troposphere is subdivided further into four ranges of NOx concentrations: 0.001-0.1 ppb, 0.1-0.2 ppb, 2-20 ppb, and 20-100 ppb. Additional sets of polynomials are constructed for subgrid plume boxes [Jacob et al., 1989].

The quality of the parameterization fit is evaluated with the root-mean-square error (rms):

\[
\text{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (y_k - \hat{y}_k)^2} \quad (A1)
\]

where \( n \) is the number of photochemical box model calculations used to construct the parameterization, \( y_k \) is the value of the output variable in calculation \( k \), and \( \hat{y}_k \) is the corresponding approximation computed from the polynomial. The rms of the chemical parameterizations are < 17% in the lower troposphere and < 25% in the middle and upper troposphere. The rms of the radiative parameterizations are less than 3%.

**APPENDIX B: ISOPRENE EMISSION**

The isoprene emission flux \( \psi \) from an isoprene-emitting leaf, per unit area of leaf surface, is computed as a function of local air temperature \( T \) and solar radiation flux \( I \):

\[
\psi = \psi_0 \, f(T) \, g(I) \quad (B1)
\]

where \( \psi_0 = 1.1 \times 10^{12} \text{ atoms C cm}^{-2} \text{ leaf s}^{-1} \) is a universal flux at 298 K under light saturated conditions, based on a mean value of 1.1 \times 10^{14} \text{ atoms C g}^{-1} \text{ leaf s}^{-1} \) from Lamb et al. [1987] and assuming a leaf density of 100 g m\(^{-2}\). The functions \( f(T) \) and \( g(I) \) are from Lamb et al. [1987] and Tingey et al. [1979], respectively,

\[
f(T) = e^{a(T-298)} \quad (B2)
\]

\[
g(I) = \exp \left[ \frac{1}{1 + e^{-b(T-I)}} - 1 \right] \quad (B3)
\]
with coefficients $a = 0.096 \, \text{K}^{-1}$, $b = 10.2$, $c = 0.029 \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{W}^{-1}$, and $d = 2.4 \, \text{W} \, \text{m}^{-2}$. The temperature in the canopy is derived from the 5-day mean GCM temperature at $t = 250 \, \text{m}$ above ground (middle of lowest layer) by assuming an adiabatic lapse rate and prescribing a typical diel cycle (Table 1).

Integration of (B1) over the canopy depth yields the total isoprene emission $\phi$ per unit area of the Earth's surface:

$$\phi = F \psi_e L \omega e^{-\tau(T-298)} \quad (B4)$$

Here $F$ is the areal fraction of leaf biomass that emits isoprene (assumed independent of altitude), $L$ is the total leaf area index of the canopy, and $\omega$ is a light correction factor:

$$\omega = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L g(\theta) dL' \quad (B5)$$

where $I$ is attenuated by the leaf area index overhead $L'$. We view the canopy as a grey absorber with light extinction coefficient $k = 0.5$ normalized to the leaf area index [Verstraete, 1987]:

$$I = P e^{-kL' \cos \theta} \quad (B6)$$

where $P$ is the solar radiation flux at canopy top (specified by the GCM) and $\theta$ is the solar zenith angle. Figure B1 shows the resulting values of $\omega$ as a function of $P$ and $kL' \cos \theta$.

Values of $F$ and $L$ are taken from Lamb et al. [1987] and Lieth [1975], respectively, for the different vegetation types of the Matthews [1983] 1° x 1° map. The highest isoprene emissions are for tropical and deciduous forests. The emission computed for a deciduous forest canopy under light-saturated conditions at 303 K is $3.6 \times 10^{-12}$ atoms C cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, in excellent agreement with canopy measurements for a mixed hardwood forest at Harvard Forest, Massachusetts [Goldstein et al., 1992]. Guenther et al. [1993] give mean light-saturated emission fluxes at 303 K of $6.2 \times 10^{-12}$ atoms C cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for deciduous forests in the United States and 4.1 x 10$^{-12}$ atoms C cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for all U.S. woodlands, higher than assumed here. The uncertainty on isoprene emission has little effect on computed $\text{O}_3$ concentrations, as discussed in the text.

---

**Fig. 15.** Simulated versus observed median afternoon concentrations of NO$_x$ and PANs at rural U.S. sites (Tables 4c-d). The medians are computed from the time series of concentrations sampled at 14 or 15 LT depending on the longitude of the site. An exception is Niwot Ridge (point N) where the time series are sampled at 9 LT to minimize the influence of the Denver urban plume in the observations [Parrish et al., 1990].

**Fig. 16.** Simulated versus observed mean daytime concentrations of HC2 at 10 rural U.S. sites (Table 4c). The observations at Scotia (point K) are means for 8-17 LT; the observations at other sites are means of samples collected at various daytime hours. Model results at all sites are means for 8-17 LT.
Appendix C: Computation of Plume Box Areas

The area $A_1$ of box U1 includes the total urban area $A_U$ occupied by 1/6 × 1/4° urban cells in the 4° × 5° grid square, plus the 4-hour fetch downwind of $A_U$:

$$ A_1 = A_U + \max [ \gamma A_U \left( \frac{W \Delta t}{w_U} - 1 \right), 0 ] \quad (C1) $$

Here $\gamma$ is a correction factor accounting for overlap between plume boxes ($0 < \gamma \leq 1$), $W$ is the mean wind speed in the mixed layer, $\Delta t = 4$ hours is the model time step, and $w_U$ is the characteristic size of a city in the grid square. The value of $w_U$ is defined by the largest cluster of contiguous urban cells and ranges from 20 to 80 km [Sillman et al., 1990].

The area $A_2$ of box U2 is defined as the fraction $f_U$ of the old box U1 advected downwind of the urban area over the past 4 hours, with rural air entrained into the plume by cross-flow diffusion:

$$ A_2 = \gamma f_U A_U^2 E \quad (C2) $$

with

$$ f_U = 1 - \frac{\max(w_U - W \Delta t, 0)}{\max(W_c \Delta t, w_U)} \quad (C3) $$

$$ E = \frac{[w_U + 8 K_r \Delta t]^{1/2}}{w_U} \quad (C4) $$

Here $A_U^2$ is the area of the old box U1, computed at the previous time step from equation (C1), $W_c$ is the wind speed at the previous time step; $E$ is an entrainment factor for rural air into the plumes [Sillman et al., 1990]; and $K_r = 1 \times 10^4$ m² s⁻¹ is a cross-flow horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient [Gifford, 1982]. The value of $f_U$ is unity except under stagnant conditions ($W \Delta t < w_U$) when urban emissions may remain over cities for more than 4 hours.

The areas $A_1$ and $A_4$ of boxes P1 and P2 are computed with equations similar to (C1) and (C2), replacing $A_U$ and $w_U$ with their power plant analogs $A_P$ and $w_P$. The area $A_R$ of the rural box is obtained by difference:

$$ A_R = A_T - \sum_{i=1}^{4} A_i \quad (C5) $$

where $A_T$ is the total area of the 4° × 5° grid square.

The plume overlap correction factor $\gamma$ is obtained by assuming that plumes advected downwind of urban or power plant cells are distributed randomly within the grid box. The total area $A$ occupied by these plumes is

$$ A = \sum_{i=1}^{4} A_i - A_U - A_P \quad (C6) $$

Let $A^*$ be the area occupied by these plumes in the absence of plume overlap ($A^*$ is readily calculated using $\gamma = 1$ in equations (C1) and (C2)). We have $\gamma = A/A^*$ by definition. We can relate $A$ and $A^*$ by the differential equation

$$ dA = \left( 1 - \frac{A + A_U + A_P}{A_T} \right) dA^* \quad (C7) $$

Integration of (C7) then yields

$$ \gamma = \frac{(A_T - A_U - A_P)(1 - e^{-\frac{A}{A^*}})}{A^*} \quad (C8) $$
APPENDIX D: CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONs

The cumulative probability distribution of concentrations at a rural site in the model is constructed by considering that the site may be located at any time step either in the rural box $x=1$ or in one of the aged plume boxes $U2$ and $P2$ ($x=2,3$), with a probability $p_i$ defined by the relative area $A_i$ of each box:

$$ p_i = \frac{A_i}{\sum A_i} \quad (D1) $$

We assume that the rural site cannot be located in the fresh plume boxes $U1$ or $P1$ by definition of its rural character. For a time series of $n$ 4-hour periods $j=1, \ldots, n$ we retrieve a record $(C_k, p_k)$ of concentrations at the site with corresponding probabilities, and derive the vector of ranked concentrations $C_k$ ($k=1, \ldots, 3n$) defined by $C_k > C_{k-1}$. The corresponding vector of integral probabilities $\rho_k$ defines the cumulative probability distribution:

$$ \rho_k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \rho_i}{n} \quad (D2) $$
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